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Abstract: We extend the cohomological analysis in arXiv:1410.5831 of anisotropic Lif-
shitz scale anomalies. We consider non-relativistic theories with a dynamical critical expo-
nent z = 2 with or without non-relativistic boosts and a particle number symmetry. We
distinguish between cases depending on whether the time direction does or does not induce
a foliation structure. We analyse both 1 + 1 and 2 + 1 spacetime dimensions. In 1 + 1
dimensions we nd no scale anomalies with Galilean boost symmetries. The anomalies
in 2 + 1 dimensions with Galilean boosts and a foliation structure are all B-type and are
identical to the Lifshitz case in the purely spatial sector. With Galilean boosts and without
a foliation structure we nd also an A-type scale anomaly. There is an innite ladder of
B-type anomalies in the absence of a foliation structure with or without Galilean boosts.
We discuss the relation between the existence of a foliation structure and the causality of
the eld theory.
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1 Introduction
Scale anomalies in non-relativistic theories have been the subject of recent studies. Specif-
ically, in the context of Lifshitz eld theories satisfying an anisotropic scale symmetry of
the form:
t! zt; xi ! xi; i = 1; : : : ; d; (1.1)
it has been found that the allowed structures for scale anomalies satisfying the Wess-Zumino
consistency conditions vary depending on the values of the dynamical exponent z and the
dimension d [1]. In all cases studied only B-type anomalies were found [1]. The anomaly
coecients for z = 2 in 2 + 1 dimensions were computed in particular examples using heat
kernel and holography in [2{4]. The authors of [5, 6] extended the study to non-relativistic
theories with Galilean boost symmetry through a null reduction of a relativistic theory in
one higher dimension.
A complete classication of scale anomalies consistent with the Wess-Zumino consis-
tency conditions in non-relativistic theories is valuable, and is likely to have theoretical as
well as experimental manifestations (e.g. at quantum critical points). It could, for instance,
lead to non-relativistic RG ow theorems for anomaly coecients [7, 8], or a non-relativistic
generalization of the relation between scale and conformal invariance [9].
In this paper we present a complete classication of non-relativistic scale anomalies
in various setups, by analysing the appropriate cohomology in a curved background. This
includes a separate analysis for cases, in which the time 1-form does not induce a foliation
structure, i.e., when it does not satisfy the Frobenius condition. In some of the setups
studied, we take into account an additional Galilean boost symmetry accompanied by a
background U(1) gauge eld associated to particle number. We focus our analysis on the
case of z = 2 in 1 + 1 and 2 + 1 dimensions, however the prescription we present is valid
also for other dimensions and the analysis can be extended in a straightforward manner.
The generalizations to other values of z are non-trivial since in the case of z 6= 2 the gauge

















In order to couple our theory to a curved background and perform the cohomological
analysis we use both a spacetime metric g and a 1-form t representing the time direction
to build our cohomological invariants. Our description is equivalent to the Newton-Cartan
geometry [5, 10{18] which we review in subsection 2.4.
We nd that in 1+1 spacetime dimensions, when we impose Galilean boost symmetry
the theory has no anomalies for z = 2. In 2 + 1 dimensions for a z = 2 Galilean theory we
nd the following results. When the time direction induces a foliation there are no boost
invariants outside the purely spatial sector.1 In the purely spatial sector the anomalies are
identical to the Lifshitz case [1]. In the absence of a foliation structure there are no boost
invariants with less than four derivatives. In [5] it has been claimed that for the case of
z = 2 Galilean theories, the results can be derived from a null reduction of a relativistic
theory in one higher dimension. This implies the existence of an A-type anomaly (in the
terminology of [19]) in 2 + 1 dimensions. We indeed establish this using our cohomological
analysis directly in 2+1 terms rather than using the null reduction (see equation (5.13)).
This allows us to directly compare our results to the Lifshitz case. In all the other cases
we consider all anomalies are B-type. In the cases without a foliation structure (with or
without Galilean boosts) there is an innite ladder of anomalies generated by multiplying
B-type anomalies by the spatial anti-symmetric part of the derivative of the normalized
time direction. We discuss possible consequences of an absence of a foliation structure.
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we describe the various choices that
have to be made when coupling our theory to curved spacetime. We include a comparison
with the Newton-Cartan geometry of [10]. In section 3 we present the Ward identities and
describe the cohomological setup which we use to study the anisotropic scale anomalies.
We include in this section a classication by sectors. In sections 4 and 5 we detail our
results for the various setups in 1 + 1 and 2 + 1 dimensions with z = 2. We conclude in
section 6 with a list of possible future directions. Most of the technical details are left for
appendixes.
2 Coupling to curved spacetime
We consider a non-relativistic theory in d + 1 dimensions with the anisotropic scale sym-
metry (1.1). On a curved spacetime, the relevant geometric data is the metric g or
alternatively the vielbeins ea, a 1-form t that represents the time direction
2 (or the
normalized n: nn
 =  1) and possibly a U(1) gauge eld A (that corresponds to a
conserved particle number). We extend our previous results from [1] regarding Lifshitz
anomalies both to cases that have in addition non-relativistic Galilean boost invariance,
and to cases in which the time direction is possibly not hypersurface orthogonal, i.e. does
1Recently, there has been a calculation in [6] that seems to be in contradiction with our ndings. As we
will discuss in section 5.1, the number of independent expressions in our analysis is less than in [6], and we
therefore expect that not all expressions used for the calculation in [6] are independent.


















not satisfy the Frobenius condition:
n[rn] = 0; (2.1)
which in the dierential form language reads n ^ dn = 0. Note, that even when (2.1) is
satised we cannot specialize in our analysis to the case dn = 0 since this condition is not
invariant under anisotropic Weyl transformations.
In our analysis we distinguish between four cases:
1. With Frobenius and Galilean boost invariance | This case was considered in [6]. As
mentioned in the introduction we disagree with their results.
2. With Frobenius and no Galilean boost invariance | this is the case of Lifshitz eld
theories, studied in our previous paper [1] as well as [2{4] and most of past literature
on scaling anomalies in Lifshitz eld theories. In most of these cases the ADM
decomposition is used, which implies that the Frobenius condition is satised.
3. Without Frobenius and with Galilean boost invariance | This case was considered
in [5] by relating it to a relativistic case in d+ 2 dimensions via a null reduction.
4. Without Frobenius and with no Galilean boost invariance | This case has not been
considered in the literature so far.
Our aim is to compare the cohomology of scaling anomalies in these four cases and consider
how the aforementioned choices inuence the results.
2.1 Implications of the absence of a foliation structure
In analysing the cases 3 and 4 outlined above, we will be considering a curved background
where the 1-form n does not satisfy the Frobenius condition (2.1). Thus, the curved
background lacks a foliation structure. It has been noted in the literature (see e.g. [15]),
that such cases should be avoided since they imply a breakdown of causality in the non-
relativistic eld theory. The argument is based on Caratheodory's theorem (see e.g. [20]
theorem 6.13). The theorem asserts that if the Frobenius condition is not satised at a
point x, then there is a neighborhood of x where any point in the neighborhood can be
reached from x by a future directed curve. This implies a lack of causal structure.
On the other hand, the non-relativistic eld theories whose scale anomalies we wish to
analyse, are dened in at space which does have a foliation and therefore has a natural
causal structure. The curved background structure to which we couple the theories is only
providing sources to the various eld theory currents. In particular, the 1-form n couples
to the eld theory energy current. Imposing the Frobenius condition on the source n
means that we do not allow a calculation of correlations functions of all the components of
the energy current. There is, however, no a priori reason for such a requirement and it is
not obvious how it follows from any causality requirement imposed on the non-relativistic

















What Caratheodory's theorem certainly implies is that one should take care when
attempting to mathematically formulate and calculate the correlation functions of all the
components of the energy current using the background 1-form source n, and it is possible
that there is no such consistent framework. However, we see no such mathematical diculty
when using this source that does not satisfy the Frobenius condition in the cohomological
calculation. As pointed out above, there is a major dierence between the scale anomalies
depending on whether the 1-form source satises the Frobenius condition or not. While
with a Frobenius condition one has only B-type anomalies, we nd that without a Frobenius
condition one can have an A-type non-relativistic scale anomaly as well as an innite
number of B-type anomalies.
In studying the non-Frobenius case, we closely follow [1] in terms of notations. Al-
though the time 1-form no longer represents a foliation as it does in the Frobenius case,
many of the denitions used in the Frobenius case may be easily extended to this case.
In particular, one can still decompose any tensor to components which are tangent and
normal to the space directions (using the time direction n and the projector on the space
directions P = g + nn).
Generally, the covariant derivative of the 1-form n can be decomposed as follows:
rn = (KS) + (KA)   an; (2.2)




2Ln P is symmetric and reduces to the extrinsic curvature of the foliation
in case the Frobenius condition is satised.




 r[0n0] is anti-symmetric and vanishes in the Frobenius case.
3. a = Ln n is the acceleration vector.
As in the Frobenius case we can still dene a space tangent derivative as follows:
er eT:::  P0 P0 P 0 : : :r0 eT00:::; (2.3)
for eT::: a space tangent tensor. This denition still satises erP = 0. Using the com-
mutation of two such space derivatives one can show that for any space tangent vector eV:her; eri eV = eR eV  + 2KALn eV; (2.4)
where we have dened:
eR  P0 P 0 P0 P 0 R0000   2KAK  KK +KK; (2.5)
and:

















In the Frobenius case, the tensor eR reduces to the intrinsic Riemann tensor of the
foliation, however generally it does not have all of the regular symmetries of the Riemann
tensor. It is therefore useful to dene a modied tensor:
bR  eR + 2KAKS +KAKS +KSKA  KAKS  KSKA; (2.7)
which satises the usual Riemann tensor symmetries except for the second Bianchi identity,
and coincides with eR in the Frobenius case.
Many of the identities derived in our previous paper [1] can be generalized to the non-
Frobenius case (see appendix A.1). In general these identities will be modied with terms
involving KA . One example is the following set of relations between a and K
A
 :er[a] = LnKA ; er[KA] = KA[ a]: (2.8)
Note that era is no longer symmetric in this case.
We thus conclude that the main implications of the lack of a foliation structure on
our cohomological analysis is in the addition of the extra 2-form KA to the list of basic
tangent tensors as it appears in [1], as well as the appropriate modications to the various
identities satised by the basic tangent tensors.
2.2 Implications of Galilean boost symmetry
The symmetry group of Lifshitz theories is composed of time and space translations, ro-
tations and Lifshitz scaling. The generalization of these symmetries to a curved back-
ground is given by symmetries under time-direction-preserving dieomorphisms (TPD)
and anisotropic Weyl transformations (see subsection 2.3). However, in many cases the
non-relativistic theory satises the full Schrodinger algebra. In curved spacetime we have
to consider two additional symmetries. In the terminology of [10] these are the Milne
boosts and a U(1) gauge symmetry.3
In the literature, the coupling of Galilean-invariant theories to a curved spacetime
is usually implemented using the Newton-Cartan geometry (see [5, 10{17]). However,
since our goal in this work is to compare the anisotropic scaling cohomologies of Galilean
and non-Galilean-invariant theories, we nd it useful to have a joint framework for the
description of both types of theories on a curved background. We do this by including the
gauge eld associated with the conserved particle number, along with the Milne boost and
U(1) gauge symmetries, in our previously developed framework. For our purposes, this
description is equivalent to the Newton-Cartan one. We compare our terminology with the
Newton-Cartan one in subsection 2.4.
The rst implication of the Galilean symmetry is the presence of an additional gauge
eld A as in [5], associated to the particle number current. We can decompose the gauge
eld into space tangent and normal components as follows:
A0  nA; ~A  P0 A0 : (2.9)
3The U(1) symmetry appears as a central extension of the Galilean algebra in the commutation relations
of the boosts and translation generators. In the absence of such a gauge eld the theory would be a massless

















The gauge invariant data is encoded in the eld-strength tensor F , or alternatively in
the electric and magnetic elds, dened by:
E  Fn ; B  P0 P 
0
 F00 ; (2.10)
both are space tangent.
The second implication of the Galilean symmetry is the presence of the gauge sym-
metry and the Milne boost symmetry. In cohomological terms, in this case we are looking
at the relative cohomology of the anisotropic Weyl operator with respect to Milne boosts
and gauge transformations, in addition to TPD. We are therefore required to restrict the
possible terms in the cohomology to ones which are both gauge invariant and Milne boost
invariant. The restriction to gauge invariant terms is easily achieved by using the electric
and magnetic elds rather than the gauge eld itself, but the restriction to boost invari-
ant terms is less obvious. We accomplish it here by starting with all TPD and gauge
invariant terms, performing a Milne boost transformation on each of them and nding the
combinations which are boost invariant.4
In conclusion, the implications of the Galilean symmetry in our analysis is the addition
of the electric and magnetic elds to the list of basic tangent tensors as it appears in [1],
and the restriction of the various terms considered in the analysis to ones which are gauge
and Milne boost invariant.
2.3 The relevant symmetries
In this subsection, we detail the relevant symmetries for our problem and the way in which
they act on the various background elds: g ; t; A or alternatively for theories that
require a vielbein formalism ea; t
a; A. In the following sections, whenever it is possible,
we refer to the most general case | the one that includes the gauge eld and does not
assume the Frobenius condition | and the other cases are inferred by setting the gauge
eld or KA to zero. The cohomological analysis will then be performed for each case
separately.
1. Galilean Boost invariance. That is, invariance under innitesimal Milne boosts (in
the terminology of [5]) which are given by:
B
W





A =  W; BW g = Wn +Wn;
(2.11)
where W is a space tangent (Wn = 0) parameter of the transformation. Equiva-








 =  Wna; BW ta = BW na = 0: (2.12)
4One could also start with basic boost invariant tensors such as P + nA + nA and use them to
build boost invariant scalars, but these would not be automatically gauge invariant, and one would have to

















This is the curved space version of Galilean boosts:
xi ! xi + vit; t! t;
@i ! @i; @t ! @t   vi@i:
(2.13)
2. Gauge invariance. That is, invariance under a standard U(1) gauge symmetry asso-
ciated with particle number, given by:
GA = @; 
G
 g = 
G




 = 0: (2.14)
3. Anisotropic Weyl invariance. That is, invariance under anisotropic Weyl transfor-
mations:




W P = 2P ; 
W
 n = zn; 
W
 n
 =  zn; (2.15)
W A = (2  z)A;
where P = g +nn is the spatial projector and the weight of the gauge eld can
be determined from the Galilean algebra (more specically from the commutator of

















b =  ztb; W nb = 0:
(2.16)
4. Invariance under time direction preserving dieomorphisms (TPD). These are dieo-
morphisms that preserve the time direction, that is, dieomorphisms with a param-
eter  that obeys L t / t. This can be extended to any dieomorphism by having
the time direction 1-form transform appropriately:
D g = r +r; D t = L t = rt +rt ;
D A = L A = rA +rA ;
(2.17)




rea +rea ; D ta = rta;
D A = L A = rA +rA ; (2.18)
Le
a


























 on the Grassmannian parameters W
, , ,  and ab such that
 = B
W






 is nilpotent. We detail them here only for the z = 2 case
which is the case we consider in this work:
B
W
W = 0; GW
 = 0; W W
 =  2W; D W = LW; LW = 0;
B
W
 = 0; G  = 0; 
W
  = 0; 
D
  = 
r; L = 0;
B
W
 = 0; G = 0; 
W
  = 0; 
D
  = 
r; L = 0; (2.19)
B
W
 = 0; G 
 = 0; W 
 = 0; D 
 = r; L = 0;
B
W













rab; Lab =  accb;
where LW = rW  rW  .
2.4 Comparison with the Newton-Cartan geometry
In this subsection we compare our notations and conventions to those of [10] in which the
non-relativistic setup used a Newton-Cartan (NC) geometry.
The NC geometry is dened in terms of the spatial metric without a priori referring
to an external full spacetime metric (which is ambiguous). The relevant curved data is the
spatial metric hNC, the local time direction n
NC









 = 1; (2.20)









   vNCnNC ; hNC vNC = 0: (2.21)
These NC structures relate to our denitions as follows:
hNC = P ; n
NC
 = n; v

NC =  n;
ANC = A; g = h
NC
   nNC nNC :
(2.22)
The innitesimal Milne boost transformations in the NC framework are given by:
vNC ! vNC + hNC  ;
hNC ! hNC   (nNC P  + nNC P )  +O( 2);
ANC ! ANC + P   +O( 2):
(2.23)
This transformation corresponds to (2.11) with W   hNC  .
Next, we turn to the denition of the covariant derivative. Two choices are common
in the NC literature for the ane connection, both of which have non-vanishing torsion.













   @hNC ) + hNCnNC( FNC) ; (2.24)
where FNC is the eld strength associated with the U(1) gauge eld. The second is the






























We, however, use the standard torsionless Levi-Civita connection associated with the met-







+ nrn   Pn(F)   Pnr[n]   Pnr[n]; (2.26)
where r is the covariant derivative associated with the Levi-Civita connection. Note also
that when projected on space tangent directions (as in (2.3)), the Levi-Civita and the gauge
invariant NC connections coincide:



























~    ~AKA + (KA)  ~A + (KA)  ~A: (2.28)
We would like to stress that the choice of connection is not essential to the cohomolog-
ical analysis we are performing: the algebra of the various symmetries we are considering
does not depend on the choice of connection. In addition, since the dierence between the
Levi-Civita connection and the NC ones is a tensor that is composed of the basic back-
ground elds (the metric, the time direction and the gauge eld), any scalar written using
one connection can be decomposed as a combination of scalars written using the other.
The number of independent invariant expressions therefore does not depend on the choice
of connection either. While the Levi-Civita connection may be considered a less \natural"
choice for the Galilean case, it is nevertheless more convenient for our calculations, and
for the purpose of comparing them to the non-Galilean cases. The results can always be
translated to the NC formalism using the above formulas.
Finally, we compare the various eld theory currents that couple to the background
elds, as dened in [1] and in subsection 3.1, to the NC ones as dened [10] (see also [17]).
The NC currents are dened from the variation of the action as follows:
S =
Z p g ANC JNC   vNCPNC   nNC ENC   hNC2 TNC

; (2.29)
where JNC, PNC ,ENC and TNC represent the particle number current, the momentum
density, the energy current and the spatial stress tensor respectively.5 The corresponding










The relations between the currents in our conventions and the NC ones are then given by:
T(e) =T

NC   nP PNC   nENC;









NC are constrained to satisfy
equation (2.20). vNC and 






















where T(e) = T

(g) + J
t is the stress energy tensor associated with the vielbeins, and
J^  p gtt J as dened in subsection 3.1.
3 The cohomological problem
Our main goal is to nd the possible anomalous contributions to the Ward identity that
corresponds to Lifshitz scale symmetry in the various cases outlined in section 2, by nding
the non-trivial solutions of the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions. As in [1], we use the
cohomological description of the problem, in terms of a BRST-like ghost. In this description
one studies the relative cohomology of the nilpotent anisotropic Weyl operator W with
respect to the other symmetries of the problem. The possible anomalies are terms A of
ghost-number 1 and with the right scaling dimension which are cocycles (i.e. satisfy the
WZ consistency conditions):
W A = 0; (3.1)
with  a Grassmannian transformation parameter, and are not coboundaries (i.e. cannot
be canceled by an appropriate counterterm):
A 6= W G(fFg); (3.2)
for G a local functional of the background elds, where both A and G are invariant under
the rest of the symmetries of the problem.
3.1 Ward identities
We start by studying the relevant Ward identities associated with the symmetries of sub-
section 2.3. Here again we refer to the most general case, with non-relativistic boost
invariance, a gauge eld and in which the time direction is not hypersurface orthogonal.
Assume a classical action S(g ; t; A; fg) or alternatively S(ea; tb; A; fg), where fg































as well as its normalized version:
J^ 
q
jgtt jJ ; (3.5)































Note that J is space tangent, i.e. Jt = 0, since the action is invariant under local
rescaling of the time direction 1-form. In cases where one can use either the metric or the
vielbein descriptions, the following relation exists between T(g), T






For time direction preserving dieomorphisms (TPD), the corresponding Ward iden-
tities are given by:
rT(g) = Jrt  r(Jt) + JmrA  r(JmA)
= J^rn  r(J^n) + JmrA  r(JmA);
(3.8)
or equivalently in terms of T(e) :
T(e)[] = J[t] = J^[n];
rT(e) = Jrt + JmrA  r(JmA)
= J^rn + JmrA  r(JmA):
(3.9)
The Ward identity corresponding to the U(1) gauge invariance is simply the conservation
of the current Jm:
rJm = 0: (3.10)
Using it we get a simplied version of the previous ward identities:
rT(g) = J^rn  r(J^n) + JmF;
rT(e) = J^rn + JmF:
(3.11)
The Ward identity corresponding to anisotropic Weyl symmetry is given by:






















which is the famous statement of equality between particle number current and momentum
density.
In this work we study the possible form of the anomalous corrections to the anisotropic

















3.2 Constructing time direction preserving dieomorphism invariants
As explained in our previous paper [1], the cohomological analysis starts by constructing
all possible TPD invariant expressions of a certain Lifshitz scaling dimension. This can be
accomplished by taking all possible contractions of a set of basic space tangent tensors. A
tensor eT::: is called space tangent if
n eT::: = n eT::: = : : : = 0: (3.15)
In the case without a foliation structure we have to add KA to the list of basic tangent
tensors. In the cases with Galilean boost-invariance, the electric and magnetic elds E,
B associated with the U(1) gauge symmetry are also included. The list of basic tangent
tensors then becomes:
1. The spatial metric P = g + nn .
2. The acceleration vector a  Ln n = nrn.
3. The tensors KA , K
S
 as dened in subsection 2.1.
4. The modied \intrinsic" Riemann tensor bR as dened in equation (2.7).
5. The space tangent Levi-Civita tensor: ~::: = n
:::.
6. Lie derivatives (temporal derivatives) in the direction of n: Ln . Note that if some
tensor eT::: is space tangent, then Ln eT::: is also space tangent.
7. Space tangent covariant derivatives: er eT:::  P0 P0 P 0 : : :r0 eT00::: for eT::: a
space tangent tensor, as dened in equation (2.3).
8. The electric eld E and the magnetic eld B as dened in equation (2.10).
The various tensors were chosen such that they scale uniformly under anisotropic Weyl
scaling transformation with a scaling dimension d:
W O = (d)O + (@); (3.16)
where (x) is the Grassmannian local parameter of the anisotropic Weyl transformation
and @ stands for any term proportional to derivatives of the ghost . The basic tangent
tensors have the following scaling dimensions:
d[P ] = 2; d[P
 ] =  2; d[ eR] = d[ bR] = 2;
d[~:::] = d; d[~
:::] =  d; d[KS ] = 2  z; (3.17)
d[K
A
 ] = z; d[Ln eT:::] = d[ eT:::]  z; d[er eT:::] = d[ eT:::];
d[a] = 0; d[E] = 2  2z; d[B ] = 2  z;
where eT::: is any space tangent tensor with uniform scaling dimension.
Various relevant identities for the basic tangent tensors are listed in appendix A.1.


















3.3 Classication by sectors
The various terms in the cohomology all have the form
R p g, where  is a scalar of
uniform scaling dimension  (d+ z), built from contractions of the basic tangent tensors of
subsection 3.2. Suppose that nKS , nKA , na, nR, n, nr, nL, nB and nE are the number of
instances of the various basic tangent tensors (as indicated by the subscript) that appear
in , and nP the number of spatial metric instances required to contract them. For the
scaling dimension to be correct we require:
(2  z)nKS + znKA   znL + 2nR + dn + (2  z)nB + (2  2z)nE   2nP = d  z: (3.18)
For all indexes in  to be contracted in pairs we require:
2nKA + 2nKS + na + nr + 4nR + dn + nE + 2nB = 2nP : (3.19)
From requirements (3.18) and (3.19) we obtain the conditions:
z[nKS   nKA + nL + nB + 2nE ] + 2nKA + na + nr + 2nR   nE = d+ z; (3.20)
na + nr + dn + nE is even: (3.21)
If we dene nT  nKS   nKA + nL + nB + 2nE as the total number of time derivatives
and nS  2nKA + na + nr + 2nR   nE as the total number of spatial derivatives in the
expression,6 we get the following form for these conditions:
znT + nS = d+ z; (3.22)
nS + dn is even: (3.23)
The numbers nT , nS and n remain unchanged when applying the Weyl operator 
W

to any tangent tensor or when using identities relating dierent tangent tensors. We
therefore classify expressions according to sectors, each corresponding to specic values
of (nT ; nS ; n). When studying the cohomological problem we may focus on each sector
separately. We also dene for convenience the total number of derivatives:
nD = nT + nS ; (3.24)
which is always positive, unlike nT and nS .
Note that the time reversal and parity properties of the expressions in a certain sector
are given by:
T = ( 1)nT ; P = ( 1)n : (3.25)
An important dierence in the classication to sectors from the case studied in [1]
is that the negative contributions to equation (3.22) allow in some cases for an innite
number of sectors. For z integer, the total contribution of the electric eld is always
6In the non-Frobenius case, the numbers nT and nS do not have an obvious interpretation as the total
number of derivatives in the time and space directions (they may even become negative). However, it is
still useful to dene them for the classication to sectors. With a slight abuse of language we will keep

















positive. This is not the case for the contribution of KA. In the case of z = 2 for instance,
the total contribution of KA is vanishing hence allowing for an innite number of sectors,
each corresponding to a dierent number of derivatives nD. Each of these sectors may
(and in fact does, as we show in the following sections) contain a dierent set of possible
independent anomalies. Thus we conclude that a direct consequence of discarding the
Frobenius condition is the possibility of having an innite set of independent anomalous
contributions to the Ward identities of the theory.
A nal remark is in order, regarding the cases with Galilean boost invariance. As
mentioned in section 2, these cases require nding the combinations of expressions which
are invariant under Milne boosts. In order to make use of the classication to sectors for this
type of analysis, we dene the scaling dimension of the boost transformation parameter
W to be: d[W
] =  z, so that the scaling dimension of a scalar expression remains
invariant under B
W
. As a consequence, for boost-ghost number 1 expressions, the boost
parameter W contributes (nT ; nS ; n) = (1; 1; 0) to equation (3.22).
3.4 A prescription for nding the anomalous terms
In this subsection we give a detailed prescription for nding the anomalous terms in the
relative cohomology of the anisotropic Weyl operator for z = 2 and any d. The prescription
is as follows:
1. Identify the sectors. Those are the sets nT , nS and n satisfying (3.22), (3.23). The
cohomological analysis can be performed for each sector separately.
2. Build all TPD and gauge invariant expressions in each sector by contracting the basic
tangent tensors of subsection 3.2. Use the electric and magnetic eld rather than the
gauge eld itself to obtain gauge invariant expressions. We denote the independent
basis of expressions i, taking into account the relevant identities from appendix A
and additional dimensionally dependent identities.
3. For the cases with Galilean boost symmetry identify Milne boost invariant expres-
sions: denote by j all the independent TPD and gauge invariant expressions with
one W in that sector. These span the possible results of the Milne boost transfor-
mations. Find the boost transformation B
W
i and express it as a linear combination
of j . Suppose this linear combination is given by: 
B
W
i = Bijj . Find the boost
invariant combinations BI = Dii by studying the null space of BijDi = 0. From
this point on we keep BIk , k = 1; : : : ; nBI as our new independent basis of expressions,
where nBI is the number of independent boost invariant expressions.
4. To nd the cocycles of the relative cohomology of the anisotropic Weyl operator:
{ Build the integrated expressions of ghost number one: Ii =
R p g i.
{ Apply the Weyl operator W to each of these terms to obtain ghost number two
expressions. Reduce each of them to a linear combination of independent expres-
sions of the form Lj =
R p g  j where  j are ghost number one expressions.

















{ Find all linear combinations of the basic ghost number one expressions E = CiIi
(where Ci are constants) that satisfy 
W
 E = 0, by solving the linear system
of equations: MijCi = 0. The space of solutions is the cocycle space. Let
Ei; i = 1; : : : ; ncc be some basis for this space, where ncc is its dimension.
5. To nd the coboundaries of the relative cohomology:
{ Build the integrated expressions of ghost number zero: Gi =
R p gi.
{ Apply the Weyl operator W to each of them to obtain ghost number one ex-
pressions. Reduce each of them to a linear combination of the expressions Ii.
Suppose these combinations are given by: W Gi = SijIj . The span of these
combinations is the coboundary space. Let Fi; i = 1; : : : ; ncb be some basis for
this space, where ncb is its dimension.
6. Finally, to nd the anomalous terms in the cohomology, check which of the cocycles
Ii are not in the span of the coboundaries Fi. We denote these by Ai; i = 1; : : : ; nan,
where nan = ncc   ncb is the number of independent anomalies.
For distinguishing between A-type and B-type anomalies we use the same denitions
as in our previous paper. B-type anomalies are dened as Weyl invariant scalar densities
(trivial descent cocycles up to coboundary terms) whereas A-type anomalies have non-
trivial descent. This does not necessarily align with the denition of A-type anomalies as
topological invariants. For further discussion on this topic see [1].
4 Scale anomalies for 1+1 dimensions with z=2
In 1 + 1 dimensions the Frobenius condition is always satised, and the magnetic eld B
and modied \intrinsic" Riemann tensor bR vanish identically. We study the Galilean
case here (as opposed to the Lifshitz one that was studied in the previous paper).
The classication to sectors is done according to equation (3.20) which takes here
the form:
z[nKS + nL + 2nE + nW ] + [na + nr   nE   nW ] = 1 + z; (4.1)
where we have added the boost parameter for convenience when classifying the results of
the boost transformations.
For z = 2 we obtain:
2nKS + 2nL + 3nE + na + nr = 3: (4.2)
For the condition (3.21) to be satised we must have n = 1. We have the following
sectors: (nT ; nS ; n) = (0; 3; 1), (1; 1; 1) or (2; 1; 1). We nd that there are no possible
anomalies in any of them. Note that in 1 + 1 dimensions there is no need to keep track of

















4.1 The (0,3,1) sector
The independent ghost number zero expressions in this sector are given by:
1 = aa
2; 2 = aera; 3 = er2a: (4.3)
All of them are invariant under boosts. The cohomological analysis is therefore identical
to the corresponding one in the previous paper [1], where we found no possible anomalies.
4.2 The (1,1,1) sector
Here, the independent ghost number zero expressions are given by:
1 = KSa; 2 = erKS ; 3 = Ln a: (4.4)
We rst look for boost invariant combinations. The independent boost-ghost number one
expressions are given by:
1 = a
2W; 2 = eraW; 3 = aerW; 4 = er2W: (4.5)
Performing boost transformations on the ghost number zero expressions gives:
B
W
1 = 1 + 3;
B
W
2 = 2 + 3 + 4;
B
W
3 = 1 + 2 + 3;
(4.6)
and it is easy to check that there are no boost invariants in this sector.
4.3 The (2,-1,1) sector
This sector contains just one ghost number zero expression 1 = E. This expression is
not boost invariant.
5 Scale anomalies for 2+1 dimensions with z=2
The main case we study in this work is the one of 2 + 1 dimensions with a dynamical
exponent of z = 2. As detailed in previous sections, we compare 4 dierent cases in our
analysis:
1. The case with the Frobenius condition satised and Galilean boost invariance,
2. The case with the Frobenius condition satised and no Galilean boost invariance,
3. The case without the Frobenius condition and with Galilean boost invariance,

















While the second case was already studied in our previous paper [1], the others are new.
As noted in subsection 3.3, cases 3 and 4 (the ones in which the Frobenius condition is not
satised) contain an innite number of sectors with increasing total number of derivatives
nD, while cases 1 and 2 contain only a nite number of sectors with nD  4. In this
work we restrict our attention to the sectors with nD < 4 and the parity even sector with
nD = 4 in all 4 cases, leaving other sectors to future work. In some of the cases we oer
some conclusions regarding other sectors as well.
For calculations in 2 + 1 dimensions it is convenient to dene the scalars B, KA and
the tensors ~K , ~K
S
 as follows:
B  B~ ; KA  KA~ ; ~K  ~KS ; ~KS  ~K(): (5.1)
In general, we nd that cases 1,2 and 4 contain only B-type anomalies (in the sectors
we study), whereas case 3 contains both an A-type anomaly and B-type anomalies. We
also nd that cases 3 and 4 allow for an innite number of B-type anomalies.
5.1 With Frobenius and Galilean boost invariance
This case contains only a nite number of sectors:
{ (2,0,0) - Details of calculations can be found in appendix B.1,
{ (2,0,1) - Details of calculations can be found in appendix B.2,
{ (1,2,0) - Details of calculations can be found in appendix B.3,
{ (1,2,1) - Details of calculations can be found in appendix B.4,
{ (0,4,0) and (0,4,1), which are left unchanged compared to the Lifshitz case as proven
below in subsection 5.1.1.
We nd in general that boost invariant expressions only exist in the purely spatial
sectors (that is the ones with nT = 0, nS = 4), which are left unchanged compared to the
Lifshitz case studied in [1]. We therefore nd only 1 possible anomaly in this case, which
is B-type and given in (5.7).
This result is in contradiction with [6], where it is claimed that there is an A-type
anomaly in this case. The discrepancy can probably be traced to the fact that while there
are 12 independent ghost number zero expressions in the (0,4,0) sector (see equation (4.34)
in [1]), there are 16 expressions in [6] (equation (3.18)) that are being treated as indepen-
dent. We suspect the that these 16 terms are not independent and that this leads to an
incorrect result.
5.1.1 Proof of boost invariance of the purely spatial sectors
In this subsection we prove that when the time direction is hypersurface orthogonal (that
is, the Frobenius condition is satised), all of the possible independent TPD invariant


















We start by noting that in this case KA = 0. We therefore have for the purely
spatial sectors:
nT = nKS + nL + nB + 2nE = 0; (5.2)
and therefore nKS = nL = nB = nE = 0. We are left with expressions containing only a,er, bR (which is in this case the same as eR) and the spatial projector P . The
boost transformation properties of these tensors can be found in appendix A.2 and reduce
to the following in the Frobenius case:
~B
W
P = 0; ~
B
W
a = 0; [~
B
W
; er] = 0; ~BW eR = 0; (5.3)
where we have dened ~B
W




eT::: = P0 P 0 : : : BW eT000::: : (5.4)
Note that since B
W




h eT:::::: eS::::::i = ~BW eT:::::: eS:::::: + eT::::::~BW eS::::::; (5.5)







From these properties we conclude that for any scalar  built only from a, er and bR
we have B
W
 = 0. Therefore any scalar in the purely spatial sectors is boost invariant.
This implies that the purely spatial sectors of our previous paper [1] are left unchanged
since all the terms in these sectors are automatically boost invariant, and the rest of the
cohomological analysis for these sectors is the same. We are therefore left with the only
anomaly found there in the (0; 4; 0) sector:
A(0;4;0) =
Z p g   bR+ era2 ; (5.7)
which is B-type. The cohomology of the (0; 4; 1) sector contained no cocycles.
5.2 With Frobenius and no Galilean boost invariance
This case was studied in full in our previous paper on Lifshitz cohomology. We repeat our










Z p g   bR+ era2 ; (5.9)
where the superscript indicates the sector each of them belongs to, and we dene:
KS  (KS); T r(K2S)  (KS)(KS) : (5.10)

















5.3 Without Frobenius and with Galilean boost invariance
As explained in subsection 3.3, this case contains an innite number of sectors. As pre-
viously stated, we restrict our analysis to the sectors with nD < 4 and the parity even
nD = 4 sector. These are the following sectors:
{ (2,0,0) - Details of the calculations can be found in appendix C.1,
{ (2,0,1) - Details of the calculations can be found in appendix C.2,
{ (1,2,0) - Details of the calculations can be found in appendix C.3,
{ (1,2,1) - Details of the calculations can be found in appendix C.4,
{ (0,4,0) - Details of the calculations can be found in appendix C.5. A summary of the
results is given in subsection 5.3.2.
In general we nd no boost invariant expressions in the sectors with nD < 4. The sector
(0,4,0), however, does contain various boost invariant expressions. We nd two possible
anomalies in this sector: one A-type anomaly and one B-type anomaly. The structure of
the cohomology in this sector mirrors the cohomology of relativistic conformal anomalies in
3+1 dimensions. This is a consequence of the null-reduction as discussed in subsection 5.3.1.
Note that out of all four dierent cases this is the only case that contains a possible A-
type anomaly. Therefore in order to nd an A-type anomaly one has to both give up the
Frobenius condition and impose Galilean boost invariance.
We did not study in detail the sectors with nD > 4. However we can demonstrate that
these sectors contain an innite number of B-type anomalies. The argument is detailed in
subsection 5.3.3.
5.3.1 Comparison with the null reduction
One can relate the Newton-Cartan structure dened on a (d+1)-dimensional manifold Md+1
to the geometric structure of a (d+ 2)-dimensional Lorentzian manifold Md+2 with a null
isometry via the null-reduction procedure (see [5] and references therein). One considers a
(d+ 2)-dimensional manifold with a Lorentzian metric GAB and a null Killing vector n
M ,
and decomposes G along coordinates (x ; x), where x  is a coordinate along the integral
curves of the null vector nM . The various NC structures then arise as components of the
(d+ 2)-dimensional metric decomposed along these coordinates:
G = 2nNC dx
(dx  +ANC dx
) + hNC dx
dx : (5.11)
It can then be shown that dieomorphism invariance on Md+2 is equivalent to the com-
bination of dieomorphism, Milne boost and U(1) gauge invariance on the NC manifold
Md+1.
7 Thus the problem of nding Milne boost and gauge invariant scalars on Md+1 is
7The U(1) gauge symmetry in the NC geometry appears as a symmetry under the reparameterization
of the x  coordinate on Md+2, while Milne boost symmetry appears as an ambiguity in the decomposition

















mapped to the problem of nding scalars on Md+2 built from the metric GAB and the null
vector nM .8 The anisotropic Weyl transformation can also be introduced on the Md+2
manifold by dening (for z = 2):
W GAB = 2GAB; 
W
 nM = 2nM : (5.12)
Using the null reduction we can derive several expectations for our cohomological
analysis for the (2 + 1)-dimensional, z = 2 case without Frobenius and with Galilean boost
invariance. First, note that both the total number of derivatives nD in an expression and
its Weyl scaling dimension d are preserved when reducing expressions from the Lorentzian
(3 + 1)-dimensional manifold to the (2 + 1)-dimensional manifold. We can therefore expect
the following:
1. Since there are no scalar expressions in the (3 + 1)-dimensional manifold with less
than 4 derivatives (nD < 4) and scaling dimension of d = 4, we expect to nd no
boost and gauge invariant expressions in the sectors with nD < 4.
2. Scalar expressions in the (3 + 1)-dimensional manifold that are built only from the
metric GAB and the Riemann tensor RABCD (but not from n
M ) have nD = d.
Therefore in the (2 + 1)-dimensional manifold the corresponding expressions satisfy
this relation too, which implies that such scalar expressions with the correct dimen-
sion of d = 4 belong to the sectors with nD = d = 4 in our analysis (that is the
sectors with 4 space derivatives). On the other hand, these expressions transform
under the Weyl transformation exactly like the corresponding expressions from the
well-known 3 + 1 relativistic conformal case (since the metric transforms the same).
Therefore we expect the anisotropic Weyl cohomology in the nD = 4 sectors to mir-
ror the one from the 3 + 1 conformal case: the (0; 4; 0) is expected to contain one
A-type anomaly corresponding to the (3+1)-dimensional Euler density E4, one B-type
anomaly corresponding to the Weyl tensor squared W 2, and one coboundary corre-
sponding to the trivial R. The (0; 4; 1) sector (which we do not study in this work)
is expected to contain one B-type anomaly corresponding to the (3 + 1)-dimensional
Pontryagin density.
These expectations are indeed met in our results. Note that, while we use the null reduction
here to derive these expectations, our cohomological analysis is performed directly in the
2 + 1 setting and does not make use of the null reduction.
5.3.2 The (0,4,0) sector
In this sector we nd four boost invariant quantities which can be identied with the null
reduction of R2, W 2, E4 and R of the (3 + 1)-dimensional theory up to multiplication
8There is a subtlety involved in this statement regarding the Frobenius condition: when the condition
is satised by nM , scalars that are built from contractions of the metric GAB , the curvature, nM and their
covariant derivatives do not exhaust all possible dieomorphism invariant expressions, since there are other
scalars, such as a2 where a is dened via dn = a^n, which cannot be written this way. Therefore including

















by some constant coecient (see equation (C.17) and the denition of the i-s in (C.14)).
As expected, out of these, there are three independent Weyl cocycles, one of which is a
coboundary. Hence we nd two possible anomalies in this sector, given by the densities:
A(0;4;0)E4 = (er + a)4KABa + 8EK2A + 8KA ~KS a + 4KAKS~a








= ( bR+ era   8KAB)2 + 12erKA(er + a)B
+ 12~ erKA(er + a)KS + 12~ erKALn a
+ 24erKA er ~KS   72KAE erKA   36(LnKA)2:
(5.13)
Note that, as expected, A(0;4;0)E4 is a total derivative and an A-type anomaly while A
(0;4;0)
W 2
is a B-type anomaly (that is, a Weyl-invariant density). The details of the calculations,
as well as the method used for identifying the various expressions with the respective
(3 + 1)-dimensional expressions, can be found in appendix C.
It is important to note how these results reduce to the ones of subsection 5.1 when we
require the Frobenius condition to be satised, that is when setting KA = 0. It is easy to
see that, when KA = 0, the B-type anomaly A(0;4;0)W 2 reduces to the single anomaly (5.7)
of subsection 5.1. The anomaly, A(0;4;0)E4 reduces to the expression 2(er + a)(a era  
a era). While this expression is still a cocycle of the relative cohomology, it becomes a










which is both gauge and boost invariant when KA = 0. This explicitly shows that in order
to obtain an A-type anomaly one has to forgo the Frobenius requirement.
5.3.3 Sectors with more than four derivatives
While we have not fully studied the relative Weyl cohomology in the sectors with nD > 4
(there is an innite number of such sectors), we show here that one can nd an innite
number of independent B-type anomalies in these sectors.
First, we note that the total contribution of KA to equation (3.20) is zero (for z = 2),
hence we are allowed to have as many KA instances as we want in our expressions. More
specically, any scalar expression  with scaling dimension 4 can be multiplied by KnA
(where n is any integer number) to get another expression (KA)
n with the same scaling
dimension.
We also note that for z = 2, KA is both boost and Weyl invariant (see appendix A.2
and A.3) and hence for any B-type anomaly density in the relative cohomology A, (KA)nA
also represents a B-type anomaly (it cannot be a coboundary term as it is clearly not a to-



















as dened in (5.13) represents a B-type anomaly with nD = 4 deriva-
tives, the expression A(n) = (KA)nA(0;4;0)W 2 represents a B-type anomaly with nD = 4 + n
derivatives in the relative cohomology for any n. We see that giving up the Frobenius condi-
tion implies the possibility of having an innite number of independent anomalies. We em-
phasize that these are not necessarily the only anomalies in the sectors with nD > 4. A full
cohomological analysis is required in order to obtain all possible anomalies in these sectors.
5.4 Without Frobenius and with no Galilean boost invariance
As explained in subsection 3.3, like the previous case, this case contains an innite number
of sectors. We again restrict our attention to the sectors with nD < 4 and the parity even
nD = 4 sector, which are the following sectors:
{ (2,0,0) - Details can be found in appendix D.1,
{ (2,0,1) - Details can be found in appendix D.1,
{ (1,2,0) - Details can be found in appendix D.1,
{ (1,2,1) - Details can be found in appendix D.2,
{ (0,4,0) - Details can be found in appendix D.3.
Altogether we nd 6 dierent possible anomalies in these sectors, all of which are B-
type: the (2; 0; 0), (2; 0; 1) and (1; 2; 1) sectors remain unchanged from the Lifshitz case
with the Frobenius condition satised, which was studied in [1]. Therefore as in that case,





the (2; 0; 1) sector is empty and the (1; 2; 0) has no possible anomalies. The (1; 2; 1) sector










Finally, the (0; 4; 0) sector is changed as well, and contains 4 dierent possible B-type









A(0;4;0)2 =KALn 2KA +KAKSLnKA;
A(0;4;0)3 = ~KS (a erKA + er erKA);
A(0;4;0)4 =
 bR+ era2 :
(5.17)
Note that out of these six anomalies, the ones labeled as A(2;0;0)1 and A(0;4;0)4 are the


















With Boost Invariance Without Boost Invariance
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Table 1. Number of anomalies in the dierent sectors for the relative Weyl cohomology in 2 + 1
dimensions and z = 2, denoted by the number of time and space derivatives and the parity property:
(nT ; nS ; n). nan denotes the number of anomalies. nD denotes the total number of derivatives.
As in the subsection 5.3, the sectors with nD > 4 were not studied in detail, but an
argument similar to the one outlined in subsection 5.3.3 is valid here as well, namely if A
represents a B-type anomaly in the relative Weyl cohomology then (KA)
nA represents one





an anomaly for any n (with nD = 2 + n derivatives). This structure can be clearly seen in
the anomalies labeled A(1;2;1)1 and A(0;4;0)1 above.
6 Conclusions and summary
We have studied non-relativistic scale anomalies in various setups, using the cohomological
description of the WZ consistency conditions. These include cases with or without a folia-
tion structure (i.e. the Frobenius condition) and with or without Galilean boost invariance.
The analysis was carried out explicitly for dynamical exponent z = 2 both in 1 + 1 and in
2 + 1 dimensions. The results extend the analysis of Lifshitz scale anomalies in [1].
In 1 + 1 dimensions the Frobenius condition is automatically satised and we found no
anomalies in the case with Galilean boost invariance. In 2 + 1 dimensions we summarize
our ndings in table 1 below.
The results of our cohomological analysis in 2+1 dimensions lead to several interesting
observations. First, when the Frobenius condition is imposed, there are no new possible
anomalies in the boost invariant case compared to the ones found in the Lifshitz case
discussed in [1], and in fact one is left only with the single anomaly from the sector with
4 space derivatives. Second, when the Frobenius condition is not imposed, it is possible
to have an innite number of independent B-type anomalies. Third, the case with no
Frobenius condition imposed and no boost invariance does contain new possible B-type
anomalies over the Lifshitz case with Frobenius discussed in [1], but we found no A-type
anomalies (up to 4 derivatives). Finally, the case with no Frobenius condition imposed and
with boost invariance (which is the one studied in [5]) does contain an A-type anomaly

















this sector mirrors the structure of the conformal case in 3 + 1 dimensions, as expected
from the null reduction and in agreement with [5]. This sector thus contains an A-type
anomaly corresponding to the Euler density in 3 + 1 dimensions and a B-type anomaly
corresponding to the Weyl tensor squared in 3 + 1 dimensions.
We therefore conclude that in order to have an A-type anomaly (at least up to four
derivatives) in the anisotropic Weyl cohomology in 2+1 dimensions and with z = 2 one has
to both impose Galilean boost invariance and give up the foliation structure of spacetime.
However in doing so, one introduces the possibility of having an innite set of independent
anomalies in the cohomology. Whether this has any interesting implications or imposes
any restrictions on the underlying eld theories is left for future study. In particular, the
issue of causality which we discussed should be addressed.
Since we have not fully studied the Weyl cohomology of the innitely many sectors
with nD > 4 in the cases without the Frobenius condition, it would also be interesting
to study them in detail in the future, and try to prove our conjecture that there is no
A-type anomaly in the non-boost-invariant case. Another possibility for future work would
be comparing the various cases we have studied here for higher dimensions, as well as
understanding the cohomological structures of anomalies for z 6= 2 for each of these cases.
Several other research directions follow from our work. In terms of eld theory, a
better understanding of the implications of the Frobenius condition when coupling a non-
relativistic theory to a curved spacetime would be desirable, both in the boost invariant and
the non-boost invariant cases. Studying the behavior of the various anomaly coecients
along RG ows, and especially the one of the A-type anomaly in the boost invariant case,
could lead to RG ow theorems for non-relativistic theories. This is particularly interesting
since the value of z may change along the ow. It would also be interesting to address in
this context the issue of anisotropic scale versus full Schrodinger invariance.
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A Useful formulas
In this appendix we gather various formulas required for the analysis presented in this
paper. The formulas are organized as follows:
{ General identities and denitions can be found in subsection A.1,
{ Milne boost transformation rules can be found in subsection A.2,

















Throughout this appendix we use eT::: to denote a generic space tangent tensor and
2d
= to denote equalities that only hold in 2 + 1 dimensions.
A.1 Denitions and identities
In this subsection we present some denitions related to the basic tangent tensors as dis-
cussed in subsection 3.2 and identities that relate them to each other. We start by recount-
ing the denitions of the basic space tangent tensors.
A tensor eT::: is called space tangent if it satises:
n eT::: = n eT::: = : : : = 0: (A.1)
Any tensor can be rendered space tangent by projecting it on the space directions using
the space projector P = g + nn . We decompose the derivative of the normalized
time one-form as follows:
rn = (KS) + (KA)   an; (A.2)
where KS , K
A
 and a are all space tangent tensors. a is the acceleration vector given by:
a  Ln n = nrn: (A.3)




Ln P : (A.4)
It reduces to the extrinsic curvature of the foliation if the Frobenius condition is satised.






It vanishes in the Frobenius case. We denote by K the total space tangent part of rn ,
that is:
K  (KS) + (KA) : (A.6)
We also dene the space tangent Levi-Civita tensor as:
~::: = n
:::: (A.7)
The following identities follow immediately from the above denitions:
Ln P = 2KS ;
Ln P =  2KS + an + an;
Ln ~::: = KS~:::;
Ln ~::: =  KS~::::
(A.8)
In theories with Galilean boost invariance we decompose the gauge eld as follows:

















We also dene the electric and magnetic elds as follows:
E  Fn ; B  P0 P 
0
 F00 ; (A.10)
where F is the eld strength of the gauge eld A.
In 2+1 dimensions the tensors KA and B contain only one independent component
each, and it is convenient to dene:
B  B~ ; B~ = 2B;
KA  KA~ ; KA~ = 2KA:
(A.11)
Additionally, when writing parity odd terms in 2 + 1 dimensions it is sometimes useful to
dene the following tensors:
~K  ~KS ;
~KS  ~K();
(A.12)
so that ~KS contains the traceless part of K
S












Given a space tangent p-form ~F:::, we dene the space tangent exterior derivative as
follows:






where d~F is the standard exterior derivative of ~F, and ( ~d ~F )::: is a space tangent (p+1)-
form. It can then be easily shown that:9
~d~F = d~F + n ^ Ln ~F; (A.15)
where ^ is the standard wedge product between forms. A general p-form F::: can always
be decomposed as follows:
F = ~F + n ^ Fn; (A.16)
where ~F is a space tangent p-form and Fn is a space tangent (p   1)-form. For example,
from (A.2) we have the following decomposition for dn:
dn = 2KA   n ^ a: (A.17)
From (A.15), (A.16) and (A.17) one can show that:
dF = [ ~d~F + 2KA ^ Fn] + n ^ [ Ln ~F  a ^ Fn   ~dFn]: (A.18)

















Using (A.18) twice and noting that d2F = 0 we nd the following identities:
~d2~F = 2KA ^ Ln ~F;
[Ln ; ~d]~F = a ^ Ln ~F:
(A.19)
Similarly, using (A.18) on dn and noting that d2n = 0 we nd the following identities for
KA and a:
~dKA = KA ^ a;
~da = 2Ln KA;
(A.20)
or in index notation:er[(KA)] = (KA)[ a];er[a] = Ln (KA) 2d= ~(LnKA +KSKA): (A.21)
Finally, using (A.18) on the eld strength tensor F we nd the following identities for
the electric and magnetic elds (these are just the homogeneous Maxwell equations):
~dB + 2KA ^E = 0; (A.22)
Ln B + a ^E + dE = 0: (A.23)
In the case of 2 + 1 dimensions, the rst identity is trivial, and the second reduces to:
(Ln +KS)B + ~(er + a)E = 0; (A.24)
in index notation.
Next we turn to discuss space tangent derivatives and the Riemann tensor. Given a
space tangent tensor eT:::, we dene its space tangent covariant derivative as follows:
er eT:::  P0 P0 P 0 : : :r0 eT00:::: (A.25)
Note that both the spatial metric P and the space tangent Levi-Civita tensor are covari-
antly constant under this derivative:
erP = 0;er~::: = 0: (A.26)
From this denition, the following formula holds for the exchange of space tangent
derivatives: her; eri eT::: = eR eT ::: + : : :+ 2KALn eT:::; (A.27)
where eR is dened as the space tangent tensor:

















and R is the standard Riemann curvature associated with the covariant derivative r
and dened via:
[r;r ]T::: = RT ::: + : : : : (A.29)
Note that in the case where n satises the Frobenius condition, eR reduces to the
intrinsic Riemann curvature of the foliation it induces. However generally this tensor does
not have all of the regular symmetries of the Riemann tensor. It is therefore useful to
dene a modied Riemann tensor:10
bR  eR + 2KAKS +KAKS +KSKA  KAKS  KSKA
=? R   2KAKA  KSKS  KAKA +KSKS +KAKA;
(A.30)
which satises the usual Riemann tensor symmetries except for the second Bianchi identity
which is replaced by:
er[j bRj] = 2(er + a)KS[jKAj] + 2er[j KAjjKSj]  $ ; (A.31)
where the antisymmetrization is everywhere on the ,  and  indexes. We then dene
the equivalents of the Ricci tensor and scalar for this modied Riemann tensor bR as
follows:
bR  R = P bR ;bR  bR = P  bR : (A.32)
In 2 + 1 dimensions the modied Riemann tensor contains only one independent com-
ponent which we choose to be the scalar bR. We can then write bR in terms of bR:
bR 2d= bR
2
(PP   PP); (A.33)
and the formula (A.27) takes the form:her; eri eT::: 2d= bRP[ eT]:::   2KA(~KS + ~[jKSj]   ~[jKSj]) eT :::
+ : : :+ 2KA~Ln eT:::: (A.34)
In the case where the Frobenius condition is satised, eR and bR coincide, and
equation (A.30) reduces to one of the Gauss-Codazzi relations for the foliation induced by
n. We can also nd generalizations for the other Gauss-Codazzi relations as follows:
? (nR) =  erK + erK + 2KAa; (A.35)
? (nnR) =  LnKS +KK + er(a) + aa; (A.36)
which are derived from the various projections of equation (A.29).
10We use ? T::: to denote the space projection of the tensor T:::, i.e. ? T:::  P0 P 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Using the generalized Gauss-Codazzi relations we can derive the following formula for
exchanging a space tangent derivative and a Lie derivative in the direction of n:her;Ln i eT::: =   aLn eT:::
 
h
(er + a)KS   (er + a)KS   (er + a)KSi eT ::: + : : : :
(A.37)
Applying a Lie derivative to equation (A.27) and using formula (A.37) twice, we can derive
the following identity for the Lie derivative of bR (this is a consequence of the d + 1
dimensional second Bianchi identity):
Ln bR = bR[jKSj] + bR[jKSj]
+
her(j + a(jerj) + aj)+KA(jKSj)iKS
 
her(j + a(jerj) + aj)+KA(jKSj)iKS
 
her(j + a(jerj) + aj)+KA(jKSj)iKS
+
her(j + a(jerj) + aj)+KA(jKSj)iKS :
(A.38)
We can use this identity to derive a similar expression for the Lie derivative of the scalar bR:
Ln bR =  2KS bR + 2(er + a)(er + a)KS   2(er + a)(er + a)KS : (A.39)
Finally, we have the following formulas for integration by parts in terms of space
tangent derivatives and Lie derivatives in the direction of n:Z p g er ~J =   Z p ga ~J; Z p gLn  =   Z p gKS; (A.40)
where ~J is a space tangent vector and  is a scalar.
A.2 Milne boost transformation rules
In this subsection we detail the transformations of the various basic tangent tensors under
innitesimal Milne boosts as derived from the denitions in (2.11), and in subsection A.1.
From (2.11) we have:
B
W





g =  Wn  W n; B
W
g = Wn +Wn; (A.41)
B
W
P = 0; B
W





















From these transformations, and the expressions for the Levi-Civita connection and






























For future convenience, we dene the space projected boost transformation of a space
tangent tensor as follows:
~B
W
eT::: = P0 P 0 : : : BW eT000:::; (A.44)
where eT::: is a space tangent tensor. Since BWP = 0, this projected boost transforma-
tion operator satises the Leibniz product rule:
~B
W
h eT:::::: eS::::::i = ~BW eT:::::: eS:::::: + eT::::::~BW eS::::::; (A.45)













The following space projected boost transformation rules can be derived from the
denitions and identities in subsection A.1:
~B
W
P = 0; (A.47)
~B
W
a =  2KAW  2d=  2KA~W  ; (A.48)
~B
W
er eT::: = erBW eT::: + KAW  KAW  KAW eT ::: + : : :
2d






KA = 0; (A.50)
~B
W






(er + a)W + 1
2
(er + a)W; (A.52)
~B
W
bR =  er(KAW) + er(KAW)  er(KAW) + er(KAW)
 KA(er[ + a[)W] +KA(er[ + a[)W]
+KA(




bR =  4er(KA W)  2KA (er + a)W
2d
=  4~ erKAW   6~KA erW   2~KAaW ; (A.54)
~B
W

















Finally, for the transformation rules of the gauge eld, the electric eld and the magnetic
eld we have the following:
B
W
A =  W; (A.56)
B
W
















B =  2er[W] 2d ! ~BWB =  ~ erW : (A.59)
A.3 Weyl transformation rules
In this subsection we detail the transformations of the various basic tangent tensors under
(innitesimal) anisotropic Weyl transformations. These transformations can be derived
from the denitions in (2.15), and in subsection A.1. Starting from (2.15), we have:
W P = 2P ; 
W
 n
 =  zn; W n = zn;
W g = 2g + 2(1  z)nn ; W P0 = 0:
(A.60)
Next, from these transformations and the expression for the Levi-Civita connection and
the Lie derivative we obtain the following:





er + P  er   P er;
W (
er eT:::) = er(W eT:::)  I[ eT ]er eT:::
  (er) eT::: + erP eT :::   : : : ;
(A.61)












From these formulas, as well as the denitions and identities of subsection A.1, the following
Weyl transformation rules can be derived:
W K
S
 = (2  z)KS + PLn ;







A = (z   2)KA;
W ~::: = d~:::;
W
bR = 2 bR + P er( er)   P er( er)
+ P er( er)   P er( er);
W bR = (2  d)er( er)   Pe;


















Finally, for the transformations of the gauge eld, the electric eld and the magnetic eld
we have:
W A = (2  z)A;
W F = (2  z)F   2(2  z)A[@];
W E = (2  2z)E   2(2  z)nA[@] (A.64)
= (2  2z)E   (2  z)[ ~ALn   A0 er];
W B = (2  z)B   2(2  z) ~A[ er]:
Note that for z 6= 2, when applying a Weyl transformation to a gauge invariant ex-
pression one can obtain an non-gauge-invariant expression, since the U(1) and the scale
symmetries no longer commute in this case. For the case of 2 + 1 dimensions with z = 2,
these transformation rules reduce to:
W B =  dB =  2B; W E = (2  2z)E =  2E: (A.65)
B The case with Frobenius and Galilean boost invariance
In the following appendix we detail the calculations behind the results of the cohomological
analysis for the case with the Frobenius condition satised and with Galilean boost invari-
ance. The calculations are organized according to various sectors as explained in subsec-
tion 5.1. In this case we set KA = 0 since the Frobenius condition is satised and we include
the gauge eld contributions. The equations for classication by sectors (3.20), (3.22) read:
nT = nKS + nL + nB + 2nE ;
nS = na + nr + 2nR   nE ;
2nT + nS = 4:
(B.1)
We use the notations of subsection 3.4 for the various expressions in the cohomological
analysis.
B.1 The (2,0,0) sector






 ; 2 = K
2
S ; 3 = LnKS ;
4 = B
2; 5 = Ea
; 6 = erE: (B.2)
If we now dene the independent boost-ghost number one expressions:
1 = W
aKS ; 2 = W
aKS ; 3 = KS erW; 4 = KS erW ;
5 = W erKS ; 6 = W erKS ; 7 = aLnW; 8 = WLn a;


















then the Milne boost transformations read ~B
W
i = Bijj , where Bij is given by:
Bij =
0BBBBBBBB@
0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
2  1 0 2  1 2  1 0 1 0 1 1
1CCCCCCCCA
: (B.4)
It is easy to check that no boost invariant combinations exist in this sector.
B.2 The (2,0,1) sector
This sector contains the following ghost number zero, TPD and gauge invariant, indepen-
dent expressions:
1 = KSB; 2 = LnB; 3 = ~Ea : (B.5)
Note that ~ erE is related to the others by the Maxwell equation (A.24). The boost-
ghost number one expressions read:
1 = B erW; 2 = BaW; 3 = KS~ erW ;
4 = ~
Ln erW ; 5 = W erB; 6 = ~aLnW: (B.6)
The Milne boost transformations read ~B
W
i = Bijj , where Bij is given by:
Bij =
0B@ 1 1  1 0 0 00 0 1  1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
1CA ; (B.7)
and there are no boost invariant expressions in this sector.
B.3 The (1,2,0) sector
This sector contains the following ghost number zero expressions:
1 = KSa
2; 2 = K
S
a




era ; 6 = a erKS ; 7 = a erKS ; 8 = eKS ;
9 = er erKS ; 10 = aLn a; 11 = Ln era; 12 = a erB:
(B.8)
The boost-ghost number one expressions read:
1 = bRerW; 2 = W er bR; 3 = bRWa; 4 = eerW;
5 = erW era ; 6 = erW era ; 7 = W er era ; 8 = a er erW  ;
9 = a
eW; 10 = a2 erW; 11 = aa erW ; 12 = eraW a ;


















The matrix Bij for the Milne boost transformations reads:
Bij =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0



















2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0  12 0 0 0 0  1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; (B.10)
and no boost invariant combinations exist.
B.4 The (1,2,1) sector
This sector contains the following ghost number zero expressions:
1 = ~
a erKS ; 2 = ~KSaa ; 3 = ~KS era ; 4 = a er ~KS ;
5 = er er ~KS ; 6 = ~aLn a ; 7 = Ba2; 8 = B era;
9 = eB; 10 = B bR; 11 = a erB:
(B.11)
The boost-ghost number one expressions read:
1 = ~
Waa
2; 2 = ~
Wa era; 3 = ~Wa era;
4 = ~
 erWa2; 5 = ~ erWaa ; 6 = bR~aW ;
7 = ~
 er erWa; 8 = ~ er erWa ; 9 = ~ erW era;
10 = ~
 erW era; 11 = ~W er era; 12 = ~ er bRW ;
13 = ~
 bRerW ; 14 = ~ eerW :
(B.12)
The matrix Bij for the Milne boost transformations reads:
Bij =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0  1 1 0  1  12 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0
 12 0 0 12  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 12  1 0 0 0 0 0 12  1 0 0 0 0
0  12 0 12 0 14 12  12 0 0 0 0 0 0




2 1 0  12 12 0 0
0  1 1 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
; (B.13)

















C The case without Frobenius and with Galilean boost invariance
In the following appendix we detail the calculations behind the results of the cohomological
analysis for the case in which the Frobenius condition is not satised and with Galilean
boost invariance. The calculations are organized according to various sectors as explained
in subsection 5.3. In this case we include contributions from the gauge eld since we have
Galilean boost invariance and include KA since the Frobenius condition is not satised.
The equations for classication by sectors (3.20), (3.22) become:
nT = nKS   nKA + nL + nB + 2nE ;
nS = 2nKA + na + nr + 2nR   nE ;
2nT + nS = 4:
(C.1)
This case contains an innite number of sectors, but as explained in subsection 5.3 we focus
on the sectors with nD = nT + nS < 4 and the parity even sector with nD = 4. We again
follow everywhere the notations of subsection 3.4. All results agree with the expectations
from the null reduction as described in subsection 5.3.1 and in [5].
C.1 The (2,0,0) sector




S ; 2 = Tr(K
2
S); 3 = LnKS ;
4 = B
2; 5 = erE; 6 = aE: (C.2)
The boost-ghost number one expressions are given by:
1 = KSa
W; 2 = K

S aW ; 3 = a
LnW;
4 = W




erW ; 8 = KS erW; 9 = Ln era;
10 = B~
aW ; 11 = B~




The Milne boost transformations read ~B
W
i = Bijj , where Bij is given by:
Bij =
0BBBBBBBB@
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0  2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  2 0 0
 1 2  1 0 2  1 2 0 1 0 1 1 2
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  2
1CCCCCCCCA
: (C.4)

















C.2 The (2,0,1) sector
This sector contains following three ghost number zero expressions:
1 = BKS ; 2 = ~
aE ; 3 = ~
 erE : (C.5)
The boost-ghost number one expressions are given by:
1 = KS~
aW ; 2 = ~K

S aW ; 3 = ~
aLnW
4 = ~




erW ; 8 = KS~ erW ; 9 = ~Ln erW ;
10 = BaW
; 11 = W




and the matrix Bij for the Milne boost transformations is given by:
Bij =
0B@ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0 1 0 1 00 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0 0  2
0 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  1  1 2
1CA : (C.7)
No boost invariant combinations exist in this sector.
C.3 The (1,2,0) sector
This sector contains the following ghost number zero expressions:
1 = KSa
2; 2 = K
S
a




era ; 6 = a erKS ; 7 = a erKS ; 8 = eKS ;
9 = er erKS ; 10 = aLn a; 11 = Ln era; 12 = ~a erB;
13 = KA~
Ea ; 14 = ~
 erKAE ; 15 = BLnKA; 16 = KALnB;
17 = KABKS : (C.8)
Note that we have used the Maxwell equation (A.24) to relate some dependent terms. The
boost-ghost number one expressions read:
1 = bRerW; 2 = W er bR; 3 = bRWa;
4 = eerW; 5 = erW era ; 6 = erW era ;
7 = W
 er era ; 8 = a er erW  ; 9 = aeW;
10 = a
2 erW; 11 = aa erW ; 12 = eraW a ;
13 = eraWa ; 14 = a2Wa; 15 = BKAWa; (C.9)


















KAaWKS ; 20 = ~
KSKA erW ; 21 = ~WKS erKA;
22 = ~
WKA erKS ; 23 = KA ~KS aW ; 24 = KA ~KS erW ;
25 = KA er ~KS W ; 26 = ~KS erKAW ; 27 = K2AEW;
28 = KA~
WLn a ; 29 = KA~aLnW; 30 = ~aWLnKA;
31 = ~
KALn erW ; 32 = ~WLn erKA; 33 = ~LnW erKA;
34 = ~
 erW LnKA:
Since this sector contains a larger number of expression it will be more convenient to write
the Milne boost transformations explicitly (instead of the matrix Bij). These read:
B
W
1 = 10 + 14   419;
B
W
2 = 11 + 14   219 + 423;
B
W
3 = 1 + 3   219   620 + 421;
B
W
4 = 5 + 12 + 219   220 + 221;
B
W
5 = 6 + 13 + 219   220 + 21 + 223 + 224 + 226 + 30   34;
B
W


































3 + 4 + 26 + 7 + 9   19   221   422













3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8   21   222
+ 223   224   425   226   28   29   331 + 233   234;
B
W
10 = 11 + 13 + 14 + 423 + 228 + 229   230;
B
W
11 = 7   219 + 220   221   228   229 + 230





3   8 + 9   218   19   223   229;
B
W
13 = 15 + 227 + 29;
B
W
14 =  17   33;
B
W
15 = 17   34;
B
W
16 = 18 + 20   31;
B
W
17 = 15 + 16   20;

















C.4 The (1,2,1) sector
This sector contains the following independent ghost number zero expressions:
1 = ~
a erKS ; 2 = ~KSaa ; 3 = ~KS era ; 4 = a er ~KS ;
5 = er er ~KS ; 6 = ~aLn a ; 7 = Ba2; 8 = B era;





KA; 14 = KALnKS ; 15 = KSLnKA; 16 = Ln 2KA;
17 = KAB
2; 18 = aE
KA; 19 = KA erE; 20 = E erKA:
(C.11)
The boost-ghost number one expressions read:
1 = ~
a2Wa ; 2 = ~
 eraWa ; 3 = ~Wa era;
4 = ~
a2 erW ; 5 = ~aa erW; 6 = bR~aW ;
7 = ~
a er erW ; 8 = ~a er erW; 9 = ~ era erW ;
10 = ~
 erW era; 11 = ~W er era; 12 = ~ erRW ;
13 = bR~ erW ; 14 = ~ eerW ; 15 = ~KABaW ; (C.12)
16 = KAKSWa
; 17 = KAWK

S a ; 18 = LnKAWa;
19 = KAW
Ln a; 20 = KAaLnW; 21 = ~KAB erW ;
22 = ~
BW erKA; 23 = ~KAW erB; 24 = KAKS erW;
25 = KSW
 erKA; 26 = KAW erKS ; 27 = KAW erKS ;
28 = KA erWKS ; 29 = erKAKS W ; 30 = LnKA erW;
31 = W
Ln erKA; 32 = erKALnW; 33 = KALn erW;
34 = ~
K2AWE :
The boost transformations are given by:
B
W
1 =  2 + 3   5   1
2














2   3 + 1
2








































+ 317   18   20   25   426 + 827 + 628 + 229
+ 230 + 31 + 232 + 333;
B
W
6 =  2 + 3   5 + 416   417 + 418   219 + 220;
B
W
7 =  4   415;
B
W



















9 =  14   223; (C.13)
B
W
10 =  13   215   621 + 422;
B
W
11 =  7 + 223;
B
W
12 = 216 + 224;
B
W
13 = 217 + 228;
B
W
14 =  217 + 19 + 20 + 26 + 33;
B
W
15 = 18 + 25 + 30;
B
W






18 = 15 + 20 + 234;
B
W
19 =  16 + 217   20 + 21   23   26 + 227 + 228 + 33   234;
B
W
20 =  22 + 32;
and once again no boost invariant combinations exist in this sector.
C.5 The (0,4,0) sector
This sector contains the following independent ghost number zero expressions:
1 = bR2; 2 = bRa2; 3 = a er bR;
4 = bRera; 5 = e bR; 6 = a4;
7 = a
 er(a2); 8 = a2 era; 9 = (era)2;
10 = er(a) er(a); 11 = a er era ; 12 = eera;
13 = KAB bR; 14 = KABa2; 15 = KAB era;
16 = KAa
 erB; 17 = Ba erKA; 18 = erKA erB; (C.14)
19 = KAeB; 20 = BeKA; 21 = ~KSKAaa ;
22 = KAa~
 erKS ; 23 = KS~a erKA; 24 = ~KS KA era ;
25 = KAa
 er ~KS ; 26 = ~KS a erKA; 27 = ~ erKA erKS ;
28 = KA er er ~KS ; 29 = erKA er ~KS ; 30 = er erKA ~KS ;
31 = ~








2; 38 = KALn 2KA; 39 = (LnKA)2;
40 = K
2






The independent boost-ghost number one expressions in this sector are given by:
1 = bRKA~Wa ; 2 = bRKA~ erW ; 3 = bR~ erKAW ;
4 = KA~


















a erWa ; 8 = ~a erKAWa ; 9 = KA~Wa er(a);
10 = ~
a2KA erW; 11 = ~a2W erKA; 12 = KA~a er( er)W ;
13 = ~
KA er erW a ; 14 = ~Wa er( er)KA;
15 = ~
Wa er erKA; 16 = ~KAW er era;
17 = ~
KA era erW ; 18 = ~KA erW er(a);
19 = ~
a erKA erW ; 20 = ~a erW erKA;
21 = ~
 erW erKA a ; 22 = ~W erKA era;
23 = ~
W erKA er(a); 24 = ~KAeerW ;
25 = ~
 eerKAW ; 26 = ~ eKA erW ; (C.15)
27 = ~
 er( er)KA erW ; 28 = ~ erKA er erW ;
29 = ~
 erKA er( er)W; 30 = K2AB~Wa ;
31 = KAB~








Ln a; 37 = K2ALn erW; 38 = KAWLn erKA;
39 = W





S a ; 43 = K
2
AKSWa











erKS ; 49 = K2AW erKS ; 50 = K3A~EW :
Note that, in building this list of independent expressions, one has to take into account
dimensionally dependent identities which are derived from the requirement that, for any
space tangent tensor in 2 + 1 dimensions, the antisymmetrization of 3 or more indexes
vanishes. An example of such an identity is WKA~
a er(a) = 9   6.
The boost transformations of the ghost number zero expressions are given by:
B
W
1 = 41   122   83;
B
W
2 = 41 + 25 + 610 + 411;
B
W
3 =   6
4
1   24 + 27 + 28 + 29   612 + 414   1019
+ 420 + 634 + 635   642 + 243;
B
W
4 =   21   22   23 + 26   617 + 422;
B
W
5 = 1 + 33 + 24 + 213 + 215 + 216   417 + 418   419
+ 420 + 421   423   624   425   626   827   1628 + 1229
  434 + 436 + 438 + 439 + 1240 + 1241   442 + 445

























8 =   25 + 46 + 210 + 211;
B
W
9 =   46   417 + 422;
B
W
10 =   46 + 49   417 + 418   423;
B
W
11 =   1
2
1   27   28   29   212
+ 214 + 216   419 + 220 + 235   242   243;
B
W
12 =   1 + 3   213   215   416 + 417   418 + 419
  420   421 + 423   224   225   226   427
  628 + 429 + 434   436   438   439
+ 441 + 442   445   446   847   449;
B
W
13 =   2 + 230 + 431 + 632;
B
W
14 = 10 + 430;
B
W
15 =   17   230 + 231 + 232;
B
W
16 =   1
4
1   12 + 233 + 35   42;
B
W






3   28 + 29 + 41   46;
B
W
19 =   24   233;
B
W
20 =   26   231;
B
W
21 =   1
2
5   7 + 1
2






1   6   7 + 9 + 10   12   13   34   35 + 42   43   249;
B
W






6   9 + 1
2
17   18   242 + 43   244 + 45   246 + 47;
B
W








13 + 34 + 35 + 342   43   248 + 49;
B
W





19   20   1
2
21   246 + 47;
B
W
27 =   1
4


















24   34   235 + 337 + 38 + 240 + 241


















28 + 39 + 41 + 346   47;
B
W























31 =   6   7 + 9 + 10 + 334 + 235   236   442 + 343;
B
W
32 =   14 + 15 + 20 + 21   34 + 238;
B
W
33 = 8   11   20   22   23 + 339 + 241   446 + 347;
B
W
34 =   32   33   35 + 37 + 242   43 + 244 + 248   49 + 250;
B
W
35 =   31 + 41;
B
W












40 = 35 + 36 + 37   242 + 49;
B
W
41 = 34 + 40 + 47;
B
W
42 = 242 + 244;
B
W
43 = 243 + 245:
Overall, we nd a 4-dimensional space of boost invariant combinations in this sector,
as expected from the null reduction arguments outlined in subsection 5.3.1. To allow for an
easier comparison with the null reduction, we choose a basis for this space that corresponds
to the various (parity even) scalars of the analogous (3 + 1)-dimensional manifold with
nD = 4 derivatives. The expressions in this basis are given by:
R
2
1 = 1   32   44 +
9
4




2 + 3 + 5   3
2
7   310   511   212   216   217   418
  219   220   621 + 622 + 623 + 631   632   639   1241   643;
W
2
3 = 1 + 24 + 9   1613   1615 + 1217
+ 1218 + 1223   1227 + 2429 + 1233   7235 + 6437   3639;

E4
4 = 2 + 7   28   29 + 210 + 414 + 415 + 416 + 417 + 1221   422
  423 + 824 + 825 + 826   431   833 + 834 + 1635 + 836










4 are proportional to the (3 + 1)-dimensional manifold
curvature scalars R23+1 , 3+1R3+1 , W 2 and E4 respectively.11
The identication of these combinations with the corresponding (3 + 1)-dimensional
scalars was made using the following arguments:
1. Start by identifying the (2 + 1)-dimensional expression corresponding to the (3 + 1)-
dimensional Ricci scalar R3+1. This is a boost invariant expression with nD = d = 2,
and therefore belongs to the (0; 2; 0) sector. It can be easily checked that there is
11Here, R3+1 is the Ricci scalar, W
2 is the Weyl tensor squared and E4 is the Euler density of the

















only one independent boost invariant expression in this sector, given by:
R = bR  2era   2BKA   3
2
a2: (C.18)




3. Next, identify 3+1R3+1 with the following expression:12
R2 =
eR + a erR ; (C.19)
where R is given in equation (C.18).
4. The (3+1)-dimensional Weyl tensor squared W 2 is identied with W
2
3 by noting
that it is the only boost-invariant combination which is Weyl invariant (this can be
veried using the Weyl transformations detailed later in (C.23)).
5. The (3 + 1)-dimensional Euler density is identied with 
E4
4 by noting that it is the
only boost-invariant combination which is both a total derivative and contains no
derivatives of order greater than 2.
Next, we turn to the Weyl cohomology itself. The independent Weyl-ghost number
one expressions in this sector read:
 1 = bRa er;  2 = er er bR;  3 = a er era ;
 4 = a
2a er;  5 = er(a2)er;  6 = er er era ;
 7 = bRe;  8 = e era;  9 = er( er) er(a);
 10 = ea2;  11 = er( er)aa ;  12 = aeer;
 13 = e2;  14 = B er erKA;
 15 = KA er erB;  16 = KABa er;
 17 = KABe;  18 = ~KS erKAa ;
 19 = KAKS~
 er a ;  20 = KA er er ~KS ;
 21 = ~K

S
er erKA;  22 = ~KA er erKS ;
 23 = ~
KS er erKA;  24 = er( er)KA ~KS ; (C.20)
 25 = ~
Ln  erKAa ;  26 = ~KA erLn a ;
 27 = ~
 erLnKA a ;  28 = ~ erLn erKA;
 29 = ~
KALn er a ;  30 = ~Ln er erKA;
 31 = K
2
AE
 er;  32 = KALnKALn ;
 33 = K
2
ALn 2;  34 = K2AKSLn :
12It is easy to check that the operator e+ a er corresponds to the (3 + 1)-dimensional 3+1, either by

















We dene Ii =
R p g i and Li = R p g  i. We also dene the boost invariant








Z p g W23 ; IE44 = Z p g E44 : (C.21)
Note that L1 34 are not all independent, as they are related using integration by parts via
the following formulas:
L7 =   L1   L2;
L8 =   L3   L6;




L5   L6   2L18 + L22 + L23 + 2L26 + L28;
L10 =   L4   L5;
L11 =   L3   L4   L5=2 + 2L19 + 2L27;
L13 = L1 + L3 + L4 + L5 + L6   2L12 + 4L18
  2L19   4L26   4L27   8L32   8L34;
(C.22)
L17 =   L14   L15   L16;
L24 =   L18   L20   L21;






L27   L32   L34;
L30 =   1
2
L28   L32;
L33 =   2L32   L34:
The Weyl transformations of the ghost number zero expressions are given by:
W 1 =  4 7;
W 2 =  2 10 + 4 1;
W 3 =   1 + 2 2   2 12 + 4 18   2 19 + 4 25 + 8 29;
W 4 =  2 8 + 2 7;
W 5 =  4 2   2 7   2 13;
W 6 = 8 4;
W 7 = 4 5   2 4 + 4 11   8 19   8 27;
W 8 = 4 3 + 2 10;
W 9 = 4 8; (C.23)
W 10 = 4 9   2 5 + 4 27 + 4 19 + 2 3;
W 11 = 2 6 2 3+2 12 4 25 8 29  1 4 18+2 19;
W 12 =  4 6   2 8 + 2 13; W 13 =  2 17;
W 14 = 4 16; 
W

















W 16 = 2 15   2 16; W 17 = 2 14;
W 18 =  2 14; W 19 =  4 15   2 17;
W 20 = 0; 
W
 21 = 4 18;
W 22 = 2 22 + 2 19   2 29; W 23 =  2 25 + 2 23;
W 24 =  2 18 + 2 24; W 25 = 2 20;
W 26 = 2 21; 
W
 27 = 2 23   2 30   2 25;
W 28 =  2 20; W 29 = 0;
W 30 =  2 21; W 31 = 2 26   2 29;
W 32 =  2 28; W 33 =  2 30;
W 34 =  2 31; W 35 = 0;
W 36 = 2 31; 
W
 37 = 0;
W 38 =  2 32; W 39 = 0;
W 40 =  2 34 + 2 33; W 41 = 2 32;
W 42 = 2 34; 
W
 43 = 4 34:
The Weyl transformations of the integrated ghost number one boost invariant expres-
sions are given by:
W I
R2











There are therefore ncc = 3 independent cocycles in this sector given by E1 = IR2 , E2 =
IW
2
3 and E3 = I
E4
4 . This is as expected from the relativistic cohomology in 3+1 dimensions.
For the calculation of the coboundaries we used the following formulas for integration
by parts of the integrated Weyl-ghost number one expressions:Z p g 1 =   I2   I3   I4;Z p g 2 =   I3   I5;Z p g 3 =   I8   I9   I11;Z p g 4 =   I6   I7   I8;Z p g 5 =   (I2 + I7 + 2I10 + 2I11 + 4I21   4I22   4I23   4I31

























I7 + I10 + 2I11 + I12 + 4I21   3I22   3I23 + 2I24
+ 2I25 + 2I26   2I31 + 2I32   2I33   6I38   6I40   8I41   2I43;Z p g 10 = I2 + I6 + 2I7 + I8 + 2I10 + 2I11 + 4I21
  4I22   4I23   4I31 + 4I32 + 4I39 + 8I41 + 4I43;Z p g 11 = I2=2 + I6 + 3
2
I7 + 2I8 + I9 + I10 + 2I11
+ 2I21   2I31   2I39   4I41   2I43;
(C.25)






I4   I6   2I7   2I8   I9   2I10   4I11   I12
  6I21 + 3I22 + 3I23   2I24   2I25   2I26 + 4I31   2I32
+ 2I33 + 8I38 + 4I39 + 8I40 + 18I41 + 6I43;Z p g 13 = I2 + I6 + 2I7 + 2I8 + I9 + 2I10 + 4I11 + I12

















Z p g 26 =   I33   2I38   4I41   2I40   2I43;Z p g 27 =   I32   2I39   2I41;Z p g 28 =   2I38   2I39   2I41;Z p g 29 = I32 + I33 + 2I38 + 2I39 + 2I40 + 6I41 + 2I43;Z p g 30 = 2I38 + 2I39 + 2I41;Z p g 31 =   I36   2I35   I34;Z p g 32 =   I41   I39   I38;Z p g 33 = 2I38 + 2I39 + I40 + 4I41 + I43;Z p g 34 =   I40   2I41   I43:








R p g R21 . We are left with two (nan = 2) anomalies given by A(0;4;0)W2 = IW23




4 (which is A-type) as expected from the null reduction.
The explicit expressions for the anomalies can be found in equation (5.13).
D The case without Frobenius and with no Galilean boost invariance
In the following appendix we detail the calculations behind the results of the cohomolog-
ical analysis for the case in which the Frobenius condition is not satised and without
Galilean boost invariance. The calculations are organized according to various sectors as
explained in subsection 5.4. In this case we have no gauge eld. We have to include
KA since the Frobenius condition is not satised. The equations for classication by sec-
tors (3.20), (3.22) read:
nT = nKS   nKA + nL;
nS = 2nKA + na + nr + 2nR;
2nT + nS = 4:
(D.1)
Like the previous case, this case also contains an innite number of sectors. We focus on
the sectors with nD = nT + nS < 4 and the parity even sector with nD = 4.
D.1 The (2,0,0), (2,0,1) and (1,2,0) sectors
An immediate consequence of equation (D.1) is that for the sectors with two time deriva-
tives and no space derivatives nKA = 0. These sectors are therefore identical to the corre-





















Z p g  Tr(K2S)  12K2S

; (D.2)
and the (2,0,1) sector is empty. The (1,2,0) sector is also unchanged from the Frobenius case
as there are no TPD invariant expressions involving KA in this sector. There are therefore
no anomalies in this sector. This conclusion holds for any value of z as explained in [1].
D.2 The (1,2,1) sector
As explained in [1] the cohomological analysis for sectors with a single time derivative can
be performed for a general value of z (at least when the gauge eld associated with the
particle number is not involved). This is because these sectors satisfy equation (3.22) for
any value of z, and the independent expressions in these sectors remain the same for all
values of z. We call these sectors universal. Since the (1,2,1) sector is one of these universal
sectors, we keep z as a general parameter in the following analysis.
This sector contains the following ghost number zero expressions:
1 = ~K

S aa ; 2 =




era ; 5 = er ~KS a ; 6 = ~ er ~KSa ;
7 = KA Tr(K
2
S); 8 = KAK
2
S ; 9 = KALnKS ;
10 = (LnKA)KS ; 11 = Ln 2KA:
(D.3)
The Weyl ghost number one expressions are:
 1 = er ~KS a;  2 = er er ~KS ;  3 = er ~KSa;
 4 = er ~ erKS ;  5 = er ~Ln a;  6 = Ln KAKS ;
 7 = Ln LnKA;  8 = er er ~KS ;  9 = erLn  ~a;
 10 = Ln 2KA:
(D.4)
We dene Ii =
R p g i and Li = R p g  i. Note that L8 10 are not independent
terms, as they are related to L1 7 via integration by parts:
L8 =  L1   L2;
L9 =  1
2
L5   L6   L7;


















The Weyl transformations of the integrated ghost number one expressions are given
by W Ii =  MijLj where:
Mij =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
2z 0 0 0 0 0 0
z   2  z 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 32z z z
 z   2  z 0 0 0 0 0
2  z z 0 0 0 0 0
0 0  z  z  1  2  2
0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 0  z   2  2
0 0 0 0 0 z   2 2
0 0 0 0 0 2  z  2
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
: (D.6)
There are ncc = 5 independent cocycles in this sector, given by:
E1 = I2 + I5;
E2 = I1 + I4 + I5;
E3 =  2I7 + I8;
E4 = 2I7 + I9 + I10;
E5 = I10 + I11:
(D.7)
For the calculation of the coboundaries we used the following formulas for integration

















The coboundary space is of dimension ncb = 4, and we choose the basis:
F1 = 
W
 G1 =  2zE2;
F2 = 
W
 G2 = zE1 + (2  z)E2;
F3 = 
W
 G3 =  4zE3   4zE4   4zE5;
F6 = 
W
 G6 = (2z + 4)E3 + (2z + 4)E4 + 4E5;
(D.9)
where Gi =
R p g i. We therefore conclude there is nan = 1 possible anomaly in this







Z p g KA Tr(K2S)  12K2S

: (D.10)
Note that this is dierent from the Frobenius Lifshitz case (see [1]), where there are no
possible anomalies in the corresponding sector.
D.3 The (0,4,0) sector
For the analysis of this sector we can reuse parts of the analysis of appendix C.5. The
analysis is similar except we do not restrict to boost invariant expressions and the gauge
eld is no longer present. The ghost number zero expressions are given by 1 12, 21 33
and 38 43 of equation (C.14). The Weyl-ghost number one expressions are given by  1 13,
 18 30 and  32 34 of equation (C.20). We keep the same numbering here. We again use
Ii =
R p gi to denote the integrated Weyl-ghost number one expressions.
We nd that there are ncc = 16 cocycles in the Weyl cohomology given by:
E1 = 2I42   I43;
E2 =   I38   I41;
E3 =   I39;
E4 =   I23 + I27   I33;
E5 =   I26   I30;
E6 =   I29;
E7 =   I25   I28;
E8 = I1   I2   2I3 + I4   I5   I8   2I11   I12;
E9 =   I1   2I4   I9;
E10 =   2I1   I2   4I4   2I6   3I7   2I10   4I21
+ 4I22 + 12I23   8I27 + 4I31   8I32   4I43;
E11 =   2I23 + 2I27 + I32   2I41;
(D.11)
E12 = 2I1 + I2 + 4I4 + 2I6 + 3I7 + 2I10
+ 4I21   4I22   4I23   4I31 + 4I32   4I40;
E13 = I21 + I24 + I25   I30;
E14 =   I1 + 2I2 + 2I3   I6   I7   I12;
E15 = I1   I2   I3 + I4 + I6 + I7   I11;

















There are ncb = 12 independent coboundaries:
F1 =   4I2   8I3   4I4   4I5;
F2 =   6I2   4I3   4I4   2I6   4I7   2I8   4I10   4I11
  8I21 + 8I22 + 8I23 + 8I31   8I32   8I39   16I41   8I43;
F3 = 4I2 + 2I4   2I5 + 2I6 + 4I7 + 4I8 + 2I9 + 4I10 + 8I11
+ 2I12 + 8I21   8I22   8I23   8I31 + 8I32 + 8I39 + 16I41 + 8I43;
F4 =   8I6   8I7   8I8;
F5 =   2I2 + 6I6 + 4I7 + 10I8 + 4I9   4I10   8I21 + 8I22 + 8I23
+ 8I31   8I32   8I39   16I41   8I43;
F6 = 6I2 + 2I3 + 2I4 + 4I7   2I8   2I9 + 8I10
+ 10I11 + 4I12 + 24I21   16I22   16I23 + 8I24 + 8I25 + 8I26
  16I31 + 12I32   8I33   24I38   24I40   32I41   8I43;
(D.12)
F7 =   4I21   4I24   4I25   4I26;
F8 = 2I23   2I27   2I32   2I33   4I38   4I39   8I40   16I41   8I43;
F9 =   2I23 + 2I27 + 2I32 + 2I33   4I41;
F10 = 4I21 + 4I24 + 6I25 + 6I26 + 2I28 + 4I29 + 2I30;
F11 =   2I25   2I28   2I29;
F12 =   2I23 + 2I27 + 2I32 + 2I33   4I38   4I39   8I41:
We are therefore left with nan = 4 anomalies, all of which are B-type:
A1 = I42   1
2
I43;
A2 = I38 + I41;
A3 = I26 + I30;
A4 = I1 + 2I4 + I9:
(D.13)
The explicit expressions can be found in equation (5.17).
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